A role for the cytoplasmic tail of the pre-T cell receptor (TCR) alpha chain in promoting constitutive internalization and degradation of the pre-TCR.
Engagement of the alpha beta T cell receptor (TCR) by its ligand results in the down-modulation of TCR cell surface expression, which is thought to be a central event in T cell activation. On the other hand, pre-TCR signaling is a key process in alpha beta T cell development, which appears to proceed in a constitutive and ligand-independent manner. Here, comparative analyses on the dynamics of pre-TCR and TCR cell surface expression show that unligated pre-TCR complexes expressed on human pre-T cells behave as engaged TCR complexes, i.e. they are rapidly internalized and degraded in lysosomes and proteasomes but do not recycle back to the cell surface. Thus, pre-TCR down-regulation takes place constitutively without the need for extracellular ligation. By using TCR alpha/p Tau alpha chain chimeras, we demonstrate that prevention of recycling and induction of degradation are unique pre-TCR properties conferred by the cytoplasmic domain of the pT alpha chain. Finally, we show that pre-TCR internalization is a protein kinase C-independent process that involves the combination of src kinase-dependent and -independent pathways. These data suggest that constitutive pre-TCR down-modulation regulates pre-TCR surface expression levels and hence the extent of ligand-independent signaling through the pre-TCR.